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NO CENTER CHANNEL? WITH THE NEW SI-663/R, IT’S NO PROBLEM! 
 
LAYTON, UTAH – JUNE 23, 2010 – RBH Sound, a leading manufacturer of high performance home 

audio and custom installation products, has introduced the SI-663/R into their award-winning 

Signature Series In-wall speaker lineup. The SI-663/R features RBH Sound’s award-winning metal 

cone technology and reference-grade components for the ultimate in in-wall sound quality. 

 

The SI-663/R was primarily designed to be used as the front left or right speakers in either a high 

performance home theater or 2-channel listening room. Employing three proprietary 6.5-inch metal 

cone woofers and two 1-inch silk dome tweeters, the versatile SI-663/R in-wall speaker’s most 

noteworthy trait is that two of them can replicate a dedicated center channel. RBH Sound’s Technical 

Director, Shane Rich explained how the SI-663/R is the premier hi-fidelity solution where the room’s 

design does not permit the use of a dedicated center channel, “Due to our design of the SI-663/R, a 

pair wired in dual-channel mode can provide discreet center channel audio from both the left and right 

front speaker without the use of a separate center channel speaker.” Rich also added that whenever 

possible, a third SI-663/R can also be used as a dedicated center channel. In this case, the trio of SI-

663/Rs wired in standard configuration allows each to discretely provide left, center or right channels 

for a seamless front sound stage. 

 

True to its Signature In-wall family, the SI-663/R features its own tuned enclosure to provide an 

optimized environment for the speaker while also preventing unwanted sound from travelling into 

adjacent rooms. The SI-663/R’s enclosure is designed to be installed into a standard stud-framed wall 

prior to drywall during new construction or renovation and includes an integrated metal drywall cut-out 

ring. Fitting snugly into the 8-inch wide by 32-inch high cutout left after the drywall is finished, the 

SI-663/R’s gloss black baffle is completely flush to the wall. To top off the look and protect the 

speaker, a thin .5-inch black or off-white fabric grille snaps onto the baffle; the grille can also be 
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custom dyed to match the room’s décor or custom finished by RBH Sound’s professional custom 

integrator dealers. 

 

Timbre-matched to other RBH Sound Signature Reference in-wall and freestanding models, the SI-

663/R can be combined with many other types of speakers for a truly voice-matched, customized 

home theater system. The SI-663/R can handle up to 450 Watts, has a frequency response of 50Hz-

20kHz, and weighs 61 lbs. The SI-663/R has a suggested retail price of $2,250 each, and is shipping 

now. 

 
About RBH Sound 

A Utah-based company, RBH Sound is privately owned and operated by the founder of the company, Roger B. 

Hassing. Since 1976, Mr. Hassing and his staff have been designing, engineering and crafting high performance 

speakers and custom audio products, delivering superior acoustic reproduction at sensible prices. To locate a 

dealer near you, please visit www.rbhsound.com. 

 

For more information on RBH Sound, please call (800) 543-2205 or visit www.rbhsound.com. 
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